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Contextualized Attention Metadata in Learning Environments

Martin Wolpers

This paper presents the notion of Contextualized Attention Metadata (CAM) in learning environments. CAM describes observations about the handling of digital information in relation to the context in which the respective activities took place. The usage of CAM is exemplified in three scenarios: (i) using CAM to support the learning process of employees in agile business process execution, (ii) enriching learning resource description with CAM and (iii) identifying usage patterns of architectural learning resources with CAM. CAM helps to individualize the learning experience by providing detailed information about the learner’s way of dealing with digital information which can be used, for example, to target the information provision to the learners needs by helping them to focus on the learning activities rather than on information management.

Keywords: Attention, Context, Contextualized Attention Metadata, Technology-Enhanced Learning.

1 Introduction

Information is plenty today. New technologies like Web 2.0 mash-ups further accelerate the number of information sources and the ways to interact with them. Learners spend significant amounts of time on continuously managing digital information that is either found (information pull) or provided (information push) through electronic means, e.g. via the Internet. In consequence, learning is severely hampered through the continuous distractions of managing provided content that increases the cognitive load of learners beyond meaningful states. New approaches are needed to support the learner, for example by individualizing and personalizing and thus enhancing the learning experience for each user. In order to facilitate such approaches, detailed information about the learner beyond common user profiles, so called Contextualized Attention Metadata (CAM), can be captured. One source of CAM is, for example, observations about the user’s handling of information within digital learning and working environments. This paper describes in three scenarios how CAM can be used in different applications dealing with learning. The application of CAM exemplifies how the usage of CAM in learning environments can improve refocusing the learner on the learning task rather than the information management.

Section 2 describes how learning and attention are related while Section 3 reflects on the importance of the relation of context and attention. Section 4 gives an overview of the state of the art and outlines the identified challenges. Section 5 exemplifies addressing the challenges in a number of projects. The summary in Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Learning and Attention

Learning in this context is seen as dependant on two distinct processing mechanisms, namely the information provision and the learning processes. The information provision is basically controlled by the information coming into the human cognitive system. The learner is requested to process the information in a meaningful manner. Thus, in a given learning environment the learning processes rely on the person itself and which information and knowledge it already posses. For example, what learners already know, what they expect, their mental state, their previous experiences, their motivation, and so forth. All these information have been quite neglected in the development of learning technologies so far.

In order to deal with the incoming information, humans use filters to select only relevant information to process and disregard unwanted. The result of this selection is visible in the attention a learner gives to information. Consequently, being able to observe and measure attention enables a better tailoring of the information provision to the needs of the learner. For example, observing his attention will enable systems to help him in dealing with large amounts of incoming information by prioritizing and restricting them to those needed for the current task.
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3 Context and Learning

The attention of the learner is the result of one of the main selection processes of humans to reduce the amount of information to what is needed for the learning process. A further filter for the information provision is the learning environment used by the learner. Thus, to support the learner in his information acquisition process, the context in which he operates needs to be explicit and captured. For example, Learning Management Systems developed so far (e.g. Clix, Blackboard, Moodle) are highly specialized in supporting the user in specific tasks (e.g. acquiring a specific skill or competence) in specific environments. Consequently, such Learning Management Systems provide excellent sources of contextual information on the learning environment of the user, e.g. which course the learner is attending, which learning resources are read, which still need to be read, which communication is fostered with the other learners and teachers, etc.

While all this already yields highly useful information on the context of the learner, there is more information available: The learner usually operates in a much broader technical environment while learning, e.g. using non-learning environment internal tools and means of communication. Capturing such information extends the description of the context of learner significantly. Combining the information on the context with the observations about the attention of the user (in terms of his activities), contextualized attention metadata describes how a learner deals with specific information in specific contexts. Data about the information handling is captured from observations of user-driven activities like the handling of information on the computer and its location, but also from physiological observations like eye movement, skin-conductance and mouse-moving behaviour (mouse-gestures). The main focus is on utilizing the observations about and context of the learner to facilitate application and task independent support of individualized learning experiences. This includes a sound definition of context and contextualized attention.

4 State of the Art of Contextualized Attention Metadata

The current state of the art in user modelling is that data mining systems are used to mine data of a relatively simple nature (e.g. sequences of elements that are all of the same type), and that the mined models aim at relating users to predefined stereotypes [1]. This situation follows naturally from the state of the art in data mining: most currently available data mining methods (i) are indeed limited to analyzing data with a relatively simple structure, and (ii) work within a fixed context: for classification, the classes are predefined; for clustering, the similarity measure is predefined. There are numerous approaches to capture observations about the user attention; e.g. within the European projects Nepomuk, Aposdle, Gnowsis as well as others [2] [3][4] [5] [6]. These recent approaches attempt to observe and monitor the user in specified and restricted environments, e.g. online shops or learning management systems. The approaches make use of the a priori definition of possible user stereotypes, activities and contents. Consequently, the models that capture contextual information are limited in terms of metadata about the contexts, the users and the contents. They allow for the correlation of captured information in their specific context. To address this shortcoming, approaches to broaden the scope and validity of user models emerged which enable the continuous update and exchange of pre-defined user models necessary to suite their fixed environments, e.g. [7]. Consequently, they are usually hard to adapt to changes in the users environment, newly available information, etc. Current research focuses on establishing interoperability between adaptive systems, e.g. within the EU/IST Grapple project.

Data about user experience with digital content (usage or attention metadata) describes what the user likes, dislikes, reads, publishes and listens to whenever he pays attention to digital content. So far, this rich source of information has not been deeply explored.

Current logging services such as Apache or Digital Libraries logging services, track what information users access, which errors users make while using systems, or from which countries users originate. This data provides limited information on the intention of the user. Furthermore, several formats are proposed to represent attention metadata, e.g. AttentionXML or Attention Profiling Markup Language (APML). All formats are targeted to specific applications thus capturing only specific attention metadata and hindering interoperability across applications and systems. Despite the fact that attention metadata is highly personal, recent and emerging approaches do not provide suitable means to ensure privacy and security of the data. Research in this area indicates that an approach like K-Anonymity [8] will yield the most secure results for the storage of such data, while encrypted and secured transmissions, e.g. via Secure Socket Layer (SSL) or secure Web services (e.g. proposed by the OASIS group) ensure privacy and security for the possible exchange of attention metadata. For example, track mechanisms for Web-browsing related attention metadata store the information in a way that other people can access it without appropriate security measures (e.g. AttentionTrust) while the owner cannot even modify or delete the data.

CAM also provides the ability to capture information from the content the user handles. Several approaches from the Semantic Web community provide first results in the area, mainly focussing on classifying information using existing ontologies. Combined with information from a more usage oriented point of view, e.g. at what times it was used, when and in which activities it was used, how it was classified (file folder and email folder structures), such content descriptions form an excellent source describing the context as well as the attention of a learner.

So far, no foundations have been formulated that describe the collection and processing of contextualized attention metadata (CAM) in total. Models exist that make use of certain aspects of CAM, but no overall model strives to capture all aspects to provide a holistic view on the user.
and his activities. A first approach is described in [9] on work about the contextualized attention metadata schema.

5 Application of CAM in Real-World Scenarios

This section describes three early examples for the application of CAM in learning scenarios. The first example deals with the usage of observations about business process execution, the conclusions derivable from there and appropriate actions to improve efficiency and effectiveness of the business process execution. The approach outlined provides a suitable measurement to detect learning needs that occur through small functional or procedural changes in workflows. Please see [10] for an extended discussion (here we give a summative extract). The second example describes the usage of CAM for the enrichment of learning resource metadata. The third example briefly describes how usage metadata will be used in the MACE project to facilitate ranking of architectural learning resources. The examples give an outlook on the current status in respect to employing CAM in scenarios related to education.

5.1 CAM in Business Process Execution

Existing business process, learning and knowledge management infrastructures work quite well in their specific context. Despite this, such infrastructures are barely able to present any precise information about the usage of knowledge in certain working conditions, occurring learning needs or the identification of competency gaps and the detection of appropriate learning objects to fulfill the needs. Thus, the employees’ qualification as well as the enhancement of their competencies constitutes an important precondition for an effective and efficient business process execution, the accomplishment of change management and their ability to anticipate cause-and-effect relations of process and market changes better and faster. To address the identification and provision of adequate (formal and especially informal) learning content in weakly structured or agile workflow environments, contextualized attention metadata can be useful.

A business process provides the context information necessary to identify learning needs and propose suitable learning resources respecting business and individual learning goals. The business process functions predefine the relevant information and supporting information systems as well as organizational and individual skill/competency references needed to operate in given business contexts.

Learning goals can be derived and trainings provided to ensure the (further) development of the employees’ professional competencies and their process executing abilities based on these explicit pre-conditions. Recent observations indicate that most changes in workflows occur gradually. Participating functions in business processes usually are not completely exchanged but, instead, modified to suite the new workflows. Such modifications lead to activities that slightly change and therefore described as derivative functions. Business analysts from Aberdeen Group stated that the major problems of intrafunctional or procedural changes are the information of the employee involved respect the provision of re-designed trainings. Nevertheless, suitable educational measures cannot be taken because, so far, no measurement exists to pinpoint the exact causes of the malfunctioning workflow. Instead, the employee is given a rather broad education to address the whole of the derived function. The training is not efficient and probably not effective because the employee already knows most activities relevant for the derivate function. The employees’ real training need is embedded in the activities that change in the execution of derivate function while taking their experience and knowledge into account. So far, no Information and Communication Technologies tool exists to identify or derive training needs in a contextualized manner. The comparison of the observations with the function (type) definition describes the difference between real activities and required activities. Consequently, the gap defines the individual learning needs and also taking his knowledge and experience into account. Therefore, the combination of the observations about the employee with tacit knowledge about the workflow and function structure enables the deduction of learning needs.

5.2 CAM-Based Learning Lesource Metadata Enrichment

In this example, the combination of various types of metadata is used to enrich the metadata of learning resources to enable a more targeted and individualized provision of learning resources and thus enhancing the learning experience. The example is based on a proof of concept implementation realized in cooperation with the German Research Centre for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI), the Open University UK, the Ariadne Foundation and Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Information Technology. The proof of concept combines the social media platform ALOE with the Ariadne learning resource repository and the FlashMeeting repository.

The Ariadne repository uses expert-generated Learning Object Metadata (LOM) to describe learning resources. Specifically, the metadata fields representing semantic values are of interest, e.g., title, description and keyword as well as values representing educational information like difficulty or the interactivity type.

The FlashMeeting repository provides descriptions about recordings of FlashMeetings, including the title of the recording, a description, participants, keywords, a chatlog, etc. The descriptions are partly created by the organizer of the recording and partly captured automatically during the recording.

The ALOE system [11] is a social resource sharing platform following Web2.0 design principles. It allows users to share and organize bookmarks and arbitrary types of digital resources. Furthermore, arbitrary metadata sets can be associated with each resource. Thus, ALOE realizes a socially aware resource and metadata hub.

In this example, a user finds a specific learning resource from the Ariadne repository and adds it to the personal portfolio of learning resources in the ALOE system. The user
describes the resource through respective tags. Through the usage of user generated tags and the metadata of the resource, a suitable recording of a FlashMeeting is automatically found and suggested to the user. After viewing the recording, the user bookmarks the FlashMeeting and adds some tags.

This example describes how learning resource metadata can be enriched with valuable descriptions not available before. On the one hand the user describes the resources with tags that are added as personal keywords to his metadata set. If a number of users use the same keywords for a resource, and applying some simple clustering and weighting algorithms, such keywords can be clustered and weighted to ensure an appropriate measure for their relevance which enables better rankings.

On the other hand the user stores the resources in his bookmark folder. This fact implies that the resources are related with each other. If a number of users associate the same learning resources in the same way, the respective relations are also added to the metadata set of the learning resource and thus provide the bases for new relevancy measures.

Through the usage of CAM, the activities of the user are fed back to the Ariadne and FlashMeeting repositories to enhance the respective metadata descriptions. Furthermore, through the observations from all three systems, CAM allows to derive conclusions on the behavioural patterns and subsequently on trends while dealing with learning resources including the creating process within the repositories.

5.3 Usage Patterns of Architectural Learning Resources

The MACE project, funded within the eContent+ programme of the EU, aims to enhance architectural education in Europe by providing access to architectural learning objects using new approaches and advanced technology [12]. The learning resources are made accessible through an infrastructure of federated learning repositories. By correlating various types of content, usage, social and contextual metadata, the project provides access to the high quality architectural content through multiple perspectives and navigation paths that effectively lead to experience multiplication for the learner.

The MACE project will create a sustainable framework for structuring, connecting and exchanging architectural knowledge in Europe.

A focus of the MACE project is the utilization of contextualized attention metadata for advanced metrics and, subsequently, ranking approaches of architectural learning resources. Based on the work by Ochoa and Duval [6], metrics are developed to rank learning resources based on their usage within the MACE architecture as well as the respective repositories. For example, one simple metric bases on the number of views of learning resources.

Another, more advanced metric, correlates the dates of usage of the learning resources with each other thus generating a timeline of the usage per topic and relevant learning resources. The timeline is a first step towards the identification of possibly relevant usage patterns and trends.

6 Summary

Observing the learner in dealing with digital information provides a measurement on how the learner spends his attention on which information. Enriching these observations with information about the context provides contextualized attention metadata. Using CAM, elements of the learning process of the user can be much better tailored to his needs as the given example scenarios show. For example, CAM can help control the information provision within the learning process thus focusing the learner on the learning activities rather than on the information management.

First experiments hint that CAM enables the detection of so far undiscovered learning trends and tasks. The identification would be based on the correlation of observations of how a user is handling digital information in general. Being able to describe trends and tasks in terms of CAM will significantly improve the learning experience of users by enabling tools that directly target the needs of the learner instead of presumed needs as done in most of today’s learning environments.

The research group "Context and Attention in Personal Learning Experiences” (CAPLE) at the Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Information Technology (FHG FIT) addresses the described research challenges in a number of projects. CAPLE aims to improve the individual learning experience by combing knowledge about the user, his context and relevant learning resources with advanced approaches for life-long learning. The focus is on individualization rather than recent mass personalization.
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